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DVD 523 C
2011
The city dark [videorecording] / Rooftop Films + Edgeworx Studios present a Wicked Delicate
production; a film by Ian Cheney; written, produced +directed by Ian Cheney."After moving to New
York City from rural Maine, filmmaker Ian Cheney asks a simple question, "Do we need the stars?"
Blending a humorous tone with cutting-edge science and poetic footage of the night sky, Cheney
unravels the myriad implications of a globe glittering with lights—including increased breast cancer
rates, disrupted ecosystems, and a generation ofkids without a glimpse of the universe above. ...
[This film] is the definitive story of earth's disappearing night sky."--Container.
DVD AMER
2014
American hustle [DVD videorecording] / Columbia Pictures and Annapurna Pictures present an Atlas
Entertainment production, a David O. Russell film; written by Eric Warren Singer and David O.
Russell; produced by Charles Roven, Richard Suckle, Megan Ellison, Jonathan Gordon; directed by
David O. Russell. A fictional film set in the alluring world of one of the most stunning scandals to
rock our nation, American Hustle is the story of brilliant con man Irving Rosenfeld, who along with
his equally cunning and seductive British partner Sydney Prosser, is forced to work for wild FBI agent
Richie DiMaso. DiMaso pushes them into a world of Jersey powerbrokers and mafia that's as
dangerous as it is enchanting. Carmine Polito is the passionate, volatile, New Jersey political
operator caught between the cons and Feds. Irving's unpredictable wife Rosalyn could be the one to
pull the thread that brings the entire world crashing down.
DVD BUS
2001
Bus stop [videorecording] / Twentieth Century Fox presents a CinemaScope picture; screenplay by
George Axelrod; produced by Buddy Adler; directed by Joshua Logan. Beauregard "Bo" Decker and
Virgil Blessing set out from their ranch in Montana to Phoenix, Arizona on the bus, so Bo can
participate in a big rodeo. Bo is a brash, obnoxious, at times rather dislikable young man, skilled at
ridin' and rustlin' and not much more. Bo has in his mind that there in the big city, he's going to find
"an angel" and take possession of her. In Phoenix, he meets Cherie. She had enough gumption to get
out of Arkansas, and is now trying to earn enough money to get to L.A. But Cherie isn't quite ready
to become Bo's personal angel, even if it would get her out of a dive girlie club!
DVD MAND
2014
Mandela, long walk to freedom / directed by Justin Chadwick; screenplay by William Nicholson;
produced by Anant Singh; producer for Origin Pictures, David M. Thompson; an Anant Singh
presentation; with the Weinstein Company/Yucaipa Films/Revolt Films; a Justin Chadwick film; in
association with Distant Horizon, Origin Pictures, Path*e, Long Walk to Freedom (Pty) Ltd, Industrial
Development Corporation of South Africa Limited and National Enpowerment Fund; a Videovision
Entertainment production. Based on South African President Nelson Mandela's autobiography of
the same name, it chronicles his early life, coming of age, education and 27 years in prison before
becoming President and working to rebuild the country's once segregated society.

DVD UPST V.1 OF 5
2011
Upstairs downstairs-40th anniversary edition. Complete series [videorecording] / Acorn Media.
The saga of the aristocratic Bellamy family and their loyal and lively servants. Real-life events from
1903-1930 are incorporated into the stories of the Bellamy household.
DVD WAR
2001
The war of the Roses [videorecording] / Twentieth Century Fox Film Entertainment presents a Gracie
Films production; screenplay by Michael Leeson; produced by James L. Brooks and Arnon Milchan;
directed by Danny DeVito. Deliriously mean-spirited free-for-all about the demise of a marriage.
DVD WOLF
2014
The wolf of Wall Street [DVD videorecording]/ Paramount Pictures and Red Granite Pictures present;
an Appian Way and Sikelia production; an EMJAG production; a Martin Scorsese picture ; produced
by Martin Scorsese, Leonardo DiCaprio, Riza Aziz, Joey McFarland, Emma Tillinger Koskoff;
screenplay by Terence Winter; directed by Martin Scorsese. Sex. Money. Power. Drugs. Brace
yourself for an outrageous true story from legendary filmmaker Martin Scorsese. Jordan Belfort, a
young stockbroker, is hungry for fame and glory in New York City, where corruption is king and more
is never enough.
J DVD BARB
2011
Barbie. Fairytopia [videorecording] / Mattel Entertainment presents; a Mainframe Entertainment
production; written by Elise Allen, Diane Duane; produced by Nancy Bennett, Luke Carroll; director,
Walter P. Martishius. Just through the rainbow, in the world of Fairytopia, lives Elina, a beautiful
flower fairy who longs to have wings. Her home is a large flower in the Magic Meadow where she
lives with Bibble, a quirky but lovable puffball. One day Elina wakes to find that her flower home is
sick, and that her fairy friends can't fly! She summons the courage to help and embarks on a
fantastic journey to find Azura, a Guardian Fairy she thinks can solve the problem.
J DVD BATM
2014
Batman and friends. [DVD videorecording] Haunting the shadows of Gotham City's crime-ridden
streets, a lone crusader wages a ceaseless struggle for justice in an urban jungle besieged by evil.
Now, the legend of the fabled Dark Knight continues in four thrilling episodes: The Underdwellers;
P.O.V.; The Forgotten; and Be A Clown.
J DVD CAIL
2014
Caillou. Caillou's garden adventure. [DVD videorecording] Join Caillou as he explores everyday life,
where ordinary daily events spark his imagination. Children are inspired by Caillou's pretend play,
and will join in the role-playing fun where beds become boats, and a garden becomes a jungle.
Features six adventures, including: Caillou Can Compost; Caillou's Tree; Caillou Saves Water; and In
the Garden.
J DVD CHUG
2014
Chuggington. Special helper Wilson. [DVD videorecording] In these six traintastic episodes, plus a
bonus Badge Quest episode, Hoot and Toot learn to take turns and work as a team. Emery learns
that teasing can be unkind, and Wilson, Brewster and Koko showcase kindness and helpfulness.
There are special songs, smashed pumpkins, quiz questions and a new paintjob, too. In this
heartwarming collection of fun and friend-filled adventures, the trainees complete their daily tasks
and learn lessons of timeless value.

J DVD CURI SEASON 6
2013
Curious George. The complete sixth season [videorecording]. Kids everywhere love to learn with
Curious George, the little monkey with an insatiable curiosity about how things work. Experience the
wonder and joy of discovery in twenty fun-filled episodes with George and friends as they explore
his world and invent clever solutions to memorable mis-adventures.
J DVD DRAG PT. 1
2014
Dragons, defenders of Berk.[videorecording] Part 1 / Cartoon Network Join Hiccup and his brave
viking friends as they battle surprising new enemies in ten fun-filled animated adventures based on
the hit movie How To Train Your Dragon.
J DVD GUES
2014
Guess how much I love you. Friendship adventures. [DVD videorecording] An animated series that
relates the adventures of the Nutbrown Hares and their friends with the same endearing simplicity
and love that has made the book a timeless classic. Includes seven fun-filled episodes.
J DVD JAKE
2013
Jake and the never land pirates. Jake's never land rescue. [DVD videorecording] Something strange
is happening in Never Land. All things magical are disappearing! Jake must go on the Forever Quest
to get back the missing items. All three things must be brought to the top of Mount Destiny by
sundown, where they will help bring forth the new Forever Tree. The one who saves the magic of
Never Land will receive some of the magic of the new tree, making them the most powerful pirate in
all of Never Land. Captain Hook wants this magic for himself, but can Jake get there first?
J DVD MY
2013
My little pony, friendship is magic. A pony for every season. The studious Twilight Sparkle may have
learned the true meaning and value of friendship through the amazing bonds sheb2ss formed with
every pony throughout the seasons in Ponyville, but the lessons keep on coming as they
experience it all from summer to winter to fall and spring! Join Twilight Spark and her friends Rainbow Dash, Fluttershy, Apple Jack, Pinkie Pie, Rarity and little Spike - as they embark on six
more exciting adventures through every season.
J DVD OCTO
2013
Octonauts. Meet the Octonauts! [DVD vidoerecording]/ A co-production with Brown Bag Films.
Dive into adventure with your favorite underwater explorers, the Octonauts! Join brave Captain
Barnacles, daredevil ex-pirate Kwazii, and medic Peso Penguin, along with the other Octonauts as
they explore the world's oceans, rescue the creatures who live there, and protect their habitats
above and below the waves. -- container.
J DVD SCOO
2014
Scooby-Doo. 13 spooky tales --for the love of snack / Hanna-Barbera. From a giant hamburger
monster to a cursed pizza to a creature haunting a snack factory, the gang will need plenty of guts
to close these cases.

J DVD SCOO
2014
Scooby-Doo and the vampires [DVD videorecording]/ [Warner Bros; TurnerHanna-Barbera Prod.].
The vampire strikes back: Vampires victimize Scooby and the gang during the new Hex Girls music
video shoot. A fit night out for bats: Shaggy and the dogs are forced to take refuge in a vampire
inhabited mansion by a flat tire. Vampre bats and scaredy cats: Vampire bats crash a birthday
celebration on Great Skull Island for a friend of the gang.
J DVD SCOO
1990
Scooby Doo and friends [videorecording].
J DVD SESA
2014
Sesame Street. Elmo's world. All about animals.[videorecording] Elmo loves animals and he wants
to learn all about them. Join Sesame Streetb2ss furry red monster for some fur, feathers, and fun
as he finds out all about dogs, birds, fish, horses, penguins, and more!
J DVD SESA
2013
Sesame street. Fairy tale fun [videorecording]. Fairy tales and nursery rhymes come to life on
Sesame Street! Mother Goose has rhymer's block--can Elmo find a way to save the day? Is Oscar
really the Prince of Nice in disguise? How will Hansel and Gretel replace their too-tempting-to last
cookie crumb trail? And who will help Jack Be Nimble with his eight-candlestick jump?
J DVD SESA
2014
Sesame St. Elmo and friends.[DVD videorecording] Compilation features over 80 minutes of fun
with all your favorite Elmo and Sesame Street characters!
J DVD TEEN
2002
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: the original movie [videorecording] / Golden Harvest presents a
Limelight production in association with Gary Propper ; story, Bobby Herbeck ; screenplay, Todd W.
Langen and Bobby Herbeck ; produced by Kim Dawson, Simon Fields, David Chan ; director, Steve
Barron. After wading in a puddle of radioactive waste, these radical reptiles are transformed into
New York City's greatest crime-fighting quartet.
J DVD WIGG
2013
Wiggles. Wiggly Halloween [videorecording] / NCircle Entertainment; Anthony Field, director ; Paul
Field, producer. Trick or Treat! It is time for a Wiggle Halloween! Anthony, Emma, Lachyand Simon
will entertain your little ones with this Halloween special filled with new and favorite Halloween
times! Sing along with A Friendly Little Spider, rattle your funny bones when you do the Skeleton
Scat, and move and groove with new friend Mumbles the Monster! It is a real treat to join in on this
Halloween celebration with the Wiggles, Dorothy, Wags, Henry and Captain Feathersword. Let's
have a Wiggly Halloween!
J DVD WILD
2014
Wild Kratts. Bugging out. [DVD videorecording] Creature teachers Chris and Martin Kratt will take
families along on extraordinary animal-powered adventures. The show transforms the Kratt
Brothers into animated versions of themselves, allowing the real-life zoologists to visit wild animals
in their little-seen habitats and showcase key science concepts.

J DVD WINN
2014
Winnie the Pooh. Springtime with Roo.[DVD videorecording] Each year, Rabbit plays Easter Bunny,
but this year, he's decided its Spring Cleaning Day, and he orders everyone to hop to it: scrubbing,
dusting, and mopping. All his pals are disappointed, especially little Roo, until Rabbit learns that
putting others first and showing friends how much you care turns every day into a precious gift.
Sparkling with unforgettable songs, it is a delightful egg-stravaganza that shows why love, hope and
friendship are always in full bloom in the Hundred Acre Wood!

